
1Introduction

The present atlas of structural chromosome aberrations is intended as a diagnostic aid in applied Cytogenetics, when
analysing the human karyotype. It demonstrates the spectrum of the different types of chromosome abnormalities by a
combination of karyogram and ideogram, it compares the expressiveness of different banding techniques, and it gives the
karyotype formula and describes morphological peculiarities of each presented case. Furthermore, it shows potential
problems in detecting aberrations and mentions necessary additional investigations and peculiarities, which have to be taken
into account when counseling carriers of a chromosome aberration or their relatives.

The second part of the atlas contains a detailed description of variants of non-coding DNA and its relevance when
analysing chromosomal peculiarities. Based on our own experiences, it seemed necessary to characterise mutations in these
defined chromosome regions in detail, to give an overview on the relevant staining techniques when analysing these
segments and to give data on the frequencies and localisations of mutations. It will be explained—based on the examples
given here—how difficult it can be to differ between mutations in polymorphic heterochromatic regions which are of no
genetic relevance and relevant genetic mutations in euchromatin, because the morphology is often similar.

It is our intention to present a broad spectrum of chromosome abnormalities. We are not claiming to give a complete
collection of all possible aberration types, but we wish to give an impression on the spectrum of findings of an institute of
applied Cytogenetics and Clinical Genetics.

Certainly, many of the users of this atlas analysed themselves other, most relevant cases of aberrations or developed new
strategies when investigating problematic cases. We would be glad, if the colleagues will come in contact with us.

To all colleagues working in the field of Cytogenetics, we wish for the successful future and satisfying research projects
and we would be glad if the chromosome atlas presented here will be of help to them.
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